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Abstract
Although there has been significant progress associated with modeling and simulating dynamic systems
in an adaptive manner [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8], which ideally considers only those degrees-of-freedom that
are deemed important, there are still opportunities for significant further computational savings. Ide-
ally, an adaptive simulation of complex systems should self identify and utilize different model types
which are best suited to the nature of the local behavior of each subdomain. As such a complex system
may ultimately be comprised of rigid-bodies (no deformation), flexible bodies (small deformation), and
highly-flexible bodies (large deformations). A decrease in computation labor may be achieved by adjust-
ing the definition of the computational model to best match the needs of the associated subdomain, which
results in fewer degrees-of-freedom without loss in the accuracy of predicting the system’s behavior.

In some cases flexible bodies may accurately reproduce the aggregate behavior of many rigid-bodies with
significantly fewer degrees-of-freedom. Similarly, highly-flexible bodies can be replaced from a number
of flexible bodies which all undergo small displacements, resulting in still fewer degrees-of-freedom.
With intelligent internal metrics guiding adaptive adjustments in local model resolution and type, such
adjustments could take place anywhere in the system. Therefore, an automatic method to form and solve
the equations of motion for a system comprised of a mixture of these body/model types must seamlessly
perform these operations with bodies (subdomain models) of any type. Then, aggregating various bodies
into a body (subdomain) of a new type is a matter of monitoring various degrees-of-freedom, making a
determination of which degrees-of-freedom to add or remove and changing the resolution of the model
to reflect the desired change. The decision to add or remove various degrees-of-freedom may be based
on a variety of indicators including, but not limited to, statistics collected from the degrees-of-freedom,
physics-based metrics, or knowledge-based metrics.

It has been demonstrated that the DCA can form and solve the equations of motion for the state derivatives
associated with a system comprised of rigid-bodies and flexible bodies undergoing small deformation.
Additionally, the DCA has been used to similarly form and solve the equations of motion for systems
of highly-flexible bodies where the Absolute Nodal Coordinate Formulation (ANCF) has been used to
spatially model the large nonlinear deformation of the body [2]. However, the DCA cannot readily form
and solve the equations of motion for systems comprised of rigid or flexible, and highly-flexible bodies
where the ANCF is used to model the large deformations. This is because the ANCF formulation uses
global slopes as a state variable instead of rotation coordinates and is largely incompatible with the rota-
tion coordinates generally used with rigid-bodies and flexible bodies undergoing small deformations that
are modeled with a Floating Frame of Reference (FFR) formulation, which is used in most multibody
formulations [1].

This places a restriction on the type of systems simulated with the adaptive DCA framework; highly-
flexible bodies must be heavily substructured and a method suitable for small deformations, such as the
Floating Frame of Reference (FFR) is used to model the flexibility of each substructure. This results in
an undesirable increase in the number of bodies in the system and a compounding increase in the num-
ber of degrees-of-freedom. Alternatively, special computational tools would have to be put in place to
transform the state variables used with ANCF to those compatible with rigid and flexible bodies. Fur-
thermore, implementing such tools to facilitate adaptive changes in model fidelity and definition may
add significant computational burden. Therefore, the Geometrically Exact Beam Formulation (GEBF) is
used to model highly-flexible bodies in the current adaptive DCA framework due to this method’s ability



to correctly handle large nonlinear flexible-body deformations, while still using rotation coordinates that
can be integrated more easily into the current framework.

A simple numerical example is included to demonstrate the ability of the GEBF to be used in a Divide-
and-Conquer scheme to allow the formation and solution of the equations of motion for multibody
systems comprised of a mixture of bodies with various definitions. This test problem will include a
rigid-body, a flexible-body, and a highly-flexible body. This simple example will demonstrate that the
DCA can be used to recursively assemble and disassemble the inverse inertial properties in an automatic
way in the process of solving the system equations of motion for the system. The automatic assembly
and disassembly of inverse inertial properties of highly-flexible bodies with those of rigid-bodies and
flexible-bodies is necessary for adaptive changes in model resolution.
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